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ABSTRACT
A months-long hike of the Appalachian Trail often involve
long-term preparation and life-altering decisions. Would-be
hikers leverage institutional knowledge from literature and
online forums to physically and mentally prepare for such an
arduous hike. Their use of social platforms provide useful in-
sights on motivations for undertaking the thru-hike, how they
deal with unexpected conditions on the trail and understand
choices made in conditions of scarcity. By analyzing over
100,000 Reddit posts and comments in r/AppalachianTrail and
applying a Sense of Community theory, we sought to under-
stand hikers’ identity as community members, how their emo-
tional and practical needs are met, and how they evolve. We
found that the role and language of thru-hikers change as they
progress from pre-hike, on-hike, and post-hike stages, from
a questioner early on, to an expert post-hike. We conclude
with design recommendations to support offline communities
online.
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INTRODUCTION
The Appalachian Trail (AT) is the most popular of the three
trails that form the United States Triple Crown Trails [7]. This
is due to its proximity to big population areas, its logistical
ease, the available hiker support, the number of camps, and
its fame [15]. Over 3300 people attempt an end-to-end hike
(thru-hike) of the AT in a given year. From these thru-hike
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attempts, only about 20% successfully complete their thru-
hike by season’s end [22]. The AT thru-hike can be completed
northwards from Georgia to Maine, southwards from Maine
to Georgia (Figure 1), or flip-flopped (started at a mid-point in
one direction and returning to complete in the other). Given
the rural nature of the trail, the changing weather, uncertain
trail conditions, the time required to complete the hike, and
the expense, it is critical for potential thru-hikers to prepare
in advance to give themselves the best chance to succeed in
a thru-hike [7]. As a result, thru-hikers often rely on con-
tributed knowledge by experienced thru-hikers as they prepare.
They seek help with the hike planning, mental preparation and
sometimes social and economic support as they undertake the
months-long, 2000+ mile trek on the AT [34].

Today there is a large involved community of trail hikers both
online and offline who consist of current trail hikers, potential
future hikers and those who have attempted a thru-hike. In this
work, we seek to understand how these hikers utilize social
platforms for support in the planning, during the hike, and in
the reflections post-hike, and their changing role at every phase.
We conducted a mixed method study of /r/AppalachianTrail
subreddit. We focused particularly on thru-hikers on the sub-
reddit in order to understand their changing roles and changing
needs in all the phases of their thru-hike. Discussions on trail-
related forums typically rise and fall following the hike season.
With the increased likelihood of thru-hikers carrying their
smartphone on their hike, we approach this study with the
assumption that thru-hikers posting and commenting during
their hike period offer insights about trail conditions and hiker
support: what they seek from the community and how the
community best fulfills these needs. We apply the Sense of
Community (SOC) theoretical framework [42], to understand
how “community” manifests on the r/AppalachianTrail sub-
reddit. We divide the discussions by identified thru-hikers
on the subreddit based on their discussions pre-hike, on-hike,
and post-hike, in order to offer new insights on how the SOC
theory can be applied to support online communities. Specifi-
cally: (1) elements that thru-hikers consider to be important,
(2) whether the order of these elements change at different
stages of their hike and finally, (3) how hikers’ concerns evolve
over time.
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Figure 1. The Appalachian Trail overlaid on the U.S. Map. The trail
spans over 2000 miles and covers 14 states between Springer Mountain
in Georgia and Mt. Katahdin in Maine.

We make two major contributions: (1) we frame and extend
the sociological “Sense of Community”(SOC) theory towards
understanding how offline community interactions manifest
online, and (2) we propose changes to the sense of community
matrix towards adopting the framework for online commu-
nities. This work has implications for researchers who are
interested in either applying the SOC theory, or are aiming to
understand how offline communities interact in online forums.
It also benefits stakeholders in the technology for the outdoor
domain, in aiding their understanding the overall nature of
discussions, particularly on Reddit.

RELATED WORK
In this section, we highlight previous work regarding trail users
and their technology use. We intersect this by considering both
online and geographical communities, and how the sense of
community theory can be used to frame these communities.

Thru-Hikers and Thru-Hiking
The decision to thru-hike a long trail is critical, and requires
extensive and often expensive planning. Writings by previous
thru-hikers and studies on thru-hiking, provide insights on why
people choose to undertake a thru-hike. These reasons have
ranged from coping with war losses [56], responding to life
crises [59], simply due to proximity to the trail, and/or a sense
of adventure [15]. A surge of AT thru-hikers since the 1970s
has been attributed to the search for individual meaning, self-
sufficiency and as a reprieve from sociological pressure [7].
Subsequent research [19] have supported this, in concluding

that the motivations for thru-hiking are profoundly led by “self-
drive” and “escape”– intrinsic motivations and gains, that are
formalized as flow experience [43].

From a broader perspective, prior research surveying thru-
hikers have used means-theory [28], place attachment [38],
and other meaning construction frameworks [61], to under-
stand motivations, reasons for perseverance through the hike
challenges [4], and expected lessons from thru-hikes [29]. Sur-
veying thru-hikers adjustment to life post-hike was also found
to be important in understanding re-integration and elements of
culture shock [20, 23]. The hiking motivations and perceived
gains were then ranked based on attributes, consequences,
and values gained from undertaking the hike. Individuals, it
was concluded, thru-hiked as a means of self-expression, and
tended to extract their identity based on the hike experience
rather than the trail itself [38]. Thru-hikers were found to place
importance on trail enjoyment [52] and warm relationships
with others while on the trail [28, 34]. We build upon these
previous works by our approach – where we extract hiker moti-
vations through applying natural language processing methods
to their Reddit discussions.

Technology on the Trail
Understanding technology use on the trail provide for a better
comprehension of trail needs based on thru-hikers’ technology
choices [3]. We view this as explicitly considering the devices
hikers choose to take with them to the trail, and implicitly, by
evaluating the rationales and the acceptable trade-offs when
deciding between devices. Research in this domain typically
focus on generic hikers, and propose designs at the confluence
of technological and scarcity challenges [41], to meet a hiker’s
trail needs. This includes the design of terrain navigators
that support trail accessibility [54, 63], and other designs that
provide for immersive experiences on trip-reporting post-trail
[54]. The device and technology choices also allow for a
better understanding of how hikers manifest, preserve, and
prioritize their membership in the online community, based
on their technology choices: a choice of social or asocial
technology for example, provide insights on individual choice
of community [50].

Research on technology on the trail tend to focus on data to
support the trail itself. Approaches have ranged from provid-
ing on-the-spot navigation of unmapped trails [55], to utilizing
hiking data to generate hike-specific maps to support map
construction technology [24], while taking into account the
rurality and varied hike terrain. Map designs for the trail have
also addressed the need for map glanceability [65] while also
being hands-free [64]. Work examining these approaches that
were crafted to support the goals of the hiker especially in
their choice of smartphones [3, 31], inform our understanding
of hiker preference for device use on the trail, because the
smartphone provides continual opportunities for thru-hikers
to update the hike community while on-hike, regardless of
limited connectivity experienced [41]. Understanding their
choices for doing so at a time when they are “away” from
day to day life, further increases our understanding of hiker
motivation, and how it affects the SOC framework.



Characteristic Concept
Membership feelings of belonging,

identification with the community
Influence feelings of influence and being

influenced by the community
Fulfillment of Needs feelings of being supported and

providing support
Shared Emotional feeling shared history and
Connection relationships

Table 1. Characteristics of a Sense of Community (McMillan & Chavis)

Online and Geographically-Bounded Communities
The use of social media has meant that online communities
have been widely studied towards understanding them. This
has included how groups are formed, grow, and evolve around
social networks [6], predicting group longevity [57], group
characterizations [25], dynamics (and community building)
[35], and understanding online community norms [17]. The
role of individual members within the larger group is also
important, and previous research has sought to understand
member joining influences [57], and the importance of dif-
ferent individual contributors [27] towards the larger group.
Communities of practice online [32, 45] have also been stud-
ied, and the importance of the sense of community amongst
online learners for example [60], was found to have a positive
effect on contributions. In addition, hybrid online/offline com-
munities [26] that involve both online and offline interactions
have been studied towards how they support and effect offline
interactions. We add to this corpus of knowledge by consid-
ering how “community” manifests and evolves throughout a
thru-hiker’s experience of the trail.

The impact that technology has impacted geographical com-
munities has been a long-studied subject, particularly how
communities form around little “niche” places (e.g. cafes)
[49], in addition to the effect that technology has in both dis-
rupting and providing new opportunities for cooperation of
these geographic communities [53]. These geographically-
bounded communities imply new role formation for the online
community, with individuals taking-on roles [46] that facilitate
online-mediated community goals [14], with the subsequent
discussion and cooperation often having tangible outcomes im-
pacting individual relationships [47] and/or the geographically-
bound community itself [16, 33, 44].

The thru-hikers provide a unique community, given their long-
stretches of isolation in rural areas with pocket of togetherness
on the trail and online. The trail geographically bounds the
trail community: in their interest on the trail and their hike,
even though the community members often do not live close to
the trail. Our work build upon the research on geographically-
bounded communities, by considering the effect this dual-
placed community has on members’ sense of community.

SENSE OF COMMUNITY AND TRAIL LIFE
Prior research has suggested that trail hikers use social network
sites to establish their own online communities to discuss and
share topics that are important to them as hikers [41]. How-
ever, while most studies take it for granted that thru-hikers

use social networks to support their community interests, few
studies have examined what thru-hikers do and say on these
social networks and how they use them to support their hiking
goals. Prior research that has examined communities has dis-
tinguished them from other social phenomenon (e.g. groups)
by suggesting that they have certain unique characteristics.
Gusfield [30] was among the first to suggest that communi-
ties can be bound by either geography (e.g. a neighborhood
or town) or they can be defined by their relational qualities.
Religious communities, for example, may be not be bound by
geography but by a shared sense of belief.

Other researchers have attempted to extend this notion of com-
munity by trying to understand why individuals are motivated
to form communities in the first place. McMillan and Chavis
theorized that communities form because they meet certain
psychological needs. Specifically, that when four psycholog-
ical needs are met, communities are formed. These include:
membership, influence, fulfillment of needs, and a shared emo-
tional connection [42]. According to the theory, individuals in
a community first feel a sense of membership. This is often fa-
cilitated through a sense of belonging or a shared identity with
the community. However, individuals also feel membership by
establishing a common set of shared symbols (e.g. a university
logo, a cross, town memorials) that help members associate
themselves with one another. Members of a community also
feel as if they have influence: that what they say or do in a
community has an impact on others and the community self.
Third, communities are formed when individuals experience
a fulfillment of needs, which may vary from community to
community and some may include needs for physical well-
being. However, communities also fulfill other needs such as
information, or they provide an individual with sense of value
or status within the community. Finally, a sense of community
is established through a shared emotional connection with the
community. According to the theory, the more individuals
interact with one another in a community and the more they in-
vest time with one another, the more likely they are to establish
shared emotional bonds. These shared emotional connections
are also established as individuals participate collectively in
events where the participation itself provides another avenue
to bond and to establish close emotional ties. Table 1 provides
a summary of the four elements and their characteristics.

Sense of Community vs Sense of Virtual Community
While the Sense of Community (SOC) Theory was initially
used to describe the characteristics within a physical com-
munity that made it successful, Blanchard and Markus ob-
served that a “sense of virtual community” (SOVC) can also
exist in online environments [12]. In 2001, Markus and Blan-
chard applied the concept to a sports newsgroup dedicated to
supporting people interested in training for sporting events
like triathlons. They found that newsgroup users also exhib-
ited characteristics similar to other communities. Specifically,
members often used digital spaces to create their own unique
identities and to exchange support. They felt attachment to
the community and often formed bonds with other members.
However, the researchers found less evidence for online com-
munities providing feelings of influence.



In subsequent research, it was found that in online contexts,
the ability to be relatively anonymous means that communities
often lack the close personal connections that are typically
found in physical and relational communities [11]. Other
studies have found that SOVC can be diminished or enhanced
by various features that exist in a social network. Toneri
and colleagues observed that individuals who post messages
and those who read them gain different benefits from these
experiences. Specifically reading social messages leads to
more personal sense of well-being, while posting to a group
increases stronger feelings of needs fulfillment [62].

Other research has suggested that the quality of information
plays an important role in SOVC. Chen and Lin conceptual-
ized information quality a characteristic of interactivity, where
websites which provided more opportunities for synchronous
and asynchronous communication were found to increase feel-
ings of sense of virtual community [18]. The same researchers
also found that an important feature of online communities that
had a strong SOVC was the ability to exchange information.

Our preference for SOC in this work is influenced by more re-
cent studies that weigh the strength and weaknesses of SOC vs
SOVC theories [10] and other work that contends that consen-
sus is yet to be reached regarding how best to validate SOVC,
while at the same time showing that SOC is also an appropri-
ate way to measure virtual communities [1]. Further, in most
previous work SOVC has been treated as a uni-dimensional
measure, which SOC has often identified the four previously
mentioned constructs (e.g. needs fulfillment). As a result, the
four SOC dimensions provide an opportunity to look at each
of these aspects in more depth, particularly as they apply to
thru-hikers.

Auth. Max Min Med. Mean SD
Pre-Hike 81 611 1 21 42.2 79.5
On-Hike 61 94 1 11 20.5 21.9
Post-Hike 83 822 1 21 53.9 109.4

Table 2. Descriptive statistics for thru-hiker posts on
/r/AppalachianTrail dataset. Each row describes the number of
unique authors and then post frequency for each section of the hike

METHOD

The Triple Crown Community on Reddit
In this paper, we focus on /r/AppalachianTrail, a significant
community of hikers and other people who are interested in
issues surrounding the Appalachian trail. The subreddit is
also the most active of the subreddits that constitute the Triple
Crown trails (i.e. the Pacific Crest Trail, the Appalachian Trail,
the Continental Divide Trail) [8]. The /r/AppalachianTrail
subreddit primarily serves the hiking community on the AT,
and provides an avenue for members to share experiences
on the AT, ask questions, and make plans about undertaking
a hike on the AT. At the time of the writing of this paper,
/r/AppalachianTrail has been active for 8 years with a total of
55,979 subscribers. The discussions in the r/AppalachianTrail
revolve around the people on the trail [37], trail conditions,
and the communities who geographically live around the trail.
We focus on posts and comments by hikers interested in thru-
hiking the AT. The thru-hiking process is known to be long and

arduous, and preparations for undertaking the hike can take
years. Online communities like /r/AppalachianTrail provide a
means by which these aspiring hikers can ask questions, solicit
criticism about gear and provisions, act as a way to update
the community, and as a means of keeping in touch with other
hikers with the same mindset.

Data Collection, Ethics, and Thru-Hiker Identification
We collected threaded discussions consisting of posts and
comments from /r/AppalachianTrail through pushshift 1, and
cross-referenced with Google BigQuery 2. The data spanned
three years from January 2016 until October 2018 and in-
cluded 7769 unique posts and 100214 comments together with
all attendant metadata. The data included 9965 users who
commented at least once. Table 2 provides the descriptive
characteristics of both the community and the data collected.
To support the Reddit data, we also leveraged supporting vol-
untary data provided by thru-hikers to the Appalachian Trail
Conservancy [22].

Although the Reddit data is public, there were instances where
Redditors revealed unique data such as full names. We made
sure to anonymize that information in the data corpus. For
the sample quotes in the paper, we strove to the best of our
abilities to break up sentences and present them in a manner
that, when copy-pasted to a search engine, would not directly
lead to the original post, to further protect their privacy.

From the data corpus, we identified 7768 users with author
flairs (tag lines they associate with their username) which pro-
vided us with a means of determining how they self-identified
in the community. Flairs in this community are also used to
identify the length that the author has hiked, interested in hik-
ing, or planning on hiking on the Appalachian trail, and tended
to change with their circumstances. For example, “2017 Hope-
ful” for a hiker planning to hike in 2017 changes to “2017
GAME” to signify both that the thru-hike was completed, hav-
ing hiked through all the states between Georgia and Maine,
and also to signify that that the hike was northbound (NOBO),
southbound (SOBO) or flip-flopped. “2017 NOBO” will have
a similar connotation, allowing the community to understand
the explicit hike direction and the implicit states covered. We
manually inspected all author flairs to select those authors that
self-identified as thru-hikers. From this phase, we identified
230 self-described AT thru-hikers 119 of whom completed
the AT between 2016 and 2018 which allowed us to find and
examine their discussion pre-hike, on-hike and post-hike.

Trail Discussions
To glean topics from the Appalachian trail community, we
first leverage Latent Dirichlet Allocation (LDA) [13] prob-
abilistic model to analyze the discussion for the entire
/r/AppalachianTrail subreddit from 2016-2018. We then use
Non-negative Matrix Factorization (NMF) [39] which is also
a standard topic modeling algorithm [9, 66] to understand the
topics discussed specifically by thru-hikers within the larger
community. We found both modeling approaches to provide

1pushshift.io
2bigquery.cloud.google.com



comparatively coherent topics [48, 58], and selected one with
better coherence in each case.

We prepared the discussion data by first removing stop words
and applying term-weighting using term frequency–inverse
document frequency (tf-idf). Using Single Value Decompo-
sition (SVD) - based initialization strategy [51] for the NMF
model, we generated topic descriptors and then curated our
themes based on sentences generated and selected from each
topic. We computed and compared topic coherence of mod-
els generated for different topic numbers following TC-W2V
[48] and using Gensim implementation of Word2Vec [2]. The
number of topics (k) selected, is based on the coherence scores
generated from each of the starting values. The final topic
descriptors are based on the number of topics given the best
k. The best k for each of the thru-hikers phases were k = 8
for pre-hike, k=8 for on-hike and k = 9 for post-hike. We
showcase a max of 5 topics in the tables for brevity.

FINDINGS

Trail season influence on community discussions
Each hiking season on the AT is guided by the end and begin-
ning of winter. Northbound (NOBO) hikers typically begin
hiking from mid-February as icy and rainy conditions are less
likely in Georgia. The end of the northbound hiking season is
governed by the closing of the Baxter State Park for winter in
mid-October [5]. Southbound (SOBO) hikers typically begin
hiking after Baxter’s opening around mid-May. It is much less
arduous to hike NOBO, making it the most favored direction
for most hikers. Thru-hikers typically begin researching about
the hike conditions and preparing, sometimes years in advance.
Gear is expensive, and lightweight gear that is also designed
to withstand the grueling hike even more so. Getting ready
physically [19] with gear “shakedowns”(gear performance
and fitness testing) is common. Once plans are in place, it is
typical for the would-be thru-hiker to announce their plans
to undertake the hike, either publicly or pseudo-anonymously
on social platforms. Previous work has rationalized this as
a way for the hiker to “reinforce motivation to succeed” [4].
From the data, we find that while there is a noticeable spike
in registered hikers corresponding to the hiking season, a lot
of discussion on /r/AppalachianTrail occur right before and at
the beginning of the season.

Figure 2. A 2018 comparison of registered thru-hikers embarking on
their hike and the posting frequency for each month.

Technology Use on the Trail
When embarking on a months-long hike, every item weight
matters. Advances in technology, propelled by the ultra-light
movement, have led to the design of efficient yet light gear.
Previous literature on hiker technology [3], found that cell
phones were the most preferred technology device by hikers,
followed by fitbits. To affirm this, and understand the type of
devices the thru-hikers carried on their hike, we considered
thru-hikers who listed their packing contents on LighterPack 3

and shared their links on Reddit. LighterPack is a site devoted
to posting hike gear by type and weight. The information from
this site is anonymous, unless thru-hikers choose to reveal
their name or link to their social media accounts.

We curated 119 lists of self-identified thru-hikers who re-
vealed both their trail name and the year of their thru-hike
to be, between 2016 and 2018. From the listed information
on lighterpack, we extracted the devices listed, and found that
smart phones were the predominant device carried by most
thru-hikers (n = 112). Of the 32 users who reported the use
of wrist watches/devices, rugged watches designed for the
outdoors (n=16) or simple watches with alarms (n=11) were
preferred over smart watches (n=3) and fitbits (n=2). 32 thru-
hikers also reported carrying satellite communication devices
(emergency beacons): only 11 specified the reasons why they
needed them. Two users specified their use for pure GPS,
and to keep in touch with family (“my relatives will want this”
and “to make my family happy.”) One user each specified: use
for GPS and texting, use for GPS and emergency locator, for
pure texting, and logistics “...for asking ahead about town
information/weather.” Technology acceptability seems to have
evolved over the life of the trail:

“...the first 2 weeks of trying to ‘minimize technology’
wears off real fast when you have nothing to do all day
other than just keep plinking the hours away.”

We found a marked increase of public hiker documentation
as public social media posts on Instagram and Twitter, and
through regular uploads on YouTube. We consider the motiva-
tions for these types of updates and the interaction of hikers
with viewers and/or followers in future work.

For those who used phones and/or took pictures while on the
trail, suggestions focused on people as the subject rather than
vistas (with regrets about focusing on the latter). Hikers then
curated those pictures by “Turn[ing it] into [a] wall mosaic”,
or by “choos[ing] a number from each state passed.” Blogs
and Instagram was also used for curation: frequent updates
led the thru-hiker to pick daily/weekly favorites, and fresh
perspective while on-hike helped to ease the decisions of what
pictures to preserve and/or highlight.

Trail Topics: Overall Community vs Thru-Hikers
To understand what /r/AppalachianTrail users discuss on Red-
dit, we applied LDA topic modeling on the entire data corpus
to glean themes from this subreddit. Table 3 provides an
overview of the discussions, where we find they were pre-
dominantly related to trail logistics. This is supported by our

3lighterpack.com



Topic Topic Descriptors
Trail logistics water, carry, weight, sleeping, cheap
Trail community trail, people, hiking, think, hiker,
Trail Season start, trail, month, section, hiking
Hike money, extra, question, worth, answer
Preparations
Trail Conditions mile, shelter, trail, never, place

Table 3. LDA Topics of the entire /r/AppalachianTrail subreddit 2016-
2018 Discussions

observation of discussion frequency compared to the trail sea-
son showcased in Figure 2, where we note that the biggest
spike of trail discussions occur right before and into the begin-
ning of the hike season. Our thru-hiker selection was based on
the possibility of having their pre-hike, on-hike, and post-hike
discussions on /r/AppalachianTrail. We observed significantly
fewer comments made by thru-hikers during their thru-hike
(Figure 3). We expound on the topics that emerged from the
discussions at each phase of the hike in the subsequent sec-
tions, and what these topics revealed about the thru-hiker’s
sense of community.

Pre-Hike: The Researchers
Topics emerging from this section of the thru-hike involves
questions as the would-be thru-hikers prepare for the trail.
Table 4 provides a summary, the topics emerging from discus-
sions at this stage. We examined each of our topics through the
SOC lens, to better understand what dimensions of community
were evident among Reddit hikers. Specifically, five topics
were among the most prevalent among hikers planning for
their hikes. These included topics about gear considerations,
thru-hike schedules, the best start for the hike, the hike as a
sabbatical and relevant financial concerns. We probed further
through each of the statements made in these topics to identify
the ways in which they reflected various aspects of community
life. We describe each topic below and their connection to
sense of community.

Gear Considerations
Pre-hikers used Reddit to ask questions predominantly about
trail gear or the kinds of equipment they needed, or planned
to take on the hike: “I have a dry bag for my quilt and puffy
and a bag for my food. Besides that, most of my stuff is getting
...” and solicited opinions on strategies for purchasing gear:

“Walmart has a 3 pack of dry bags for 10 bucks a small medium
and large. The large fits all my clothes.”

Thru-hike Schedule
The second most prevalent topic among pre-hikers focused on
hiking schedules. Specifically, we found that hikers spent a
good deal of time discussing logistics of how they planned to
tackle the trail. These included discussions about start date
and specific directions bound (e.g. Georgia to Maine or Maine
to Georgia). For example, commenters often simply posted
a date like “On trail March 12th” or “I’m starting the trail
on the 6th – I’ll see you out there, buddy.”. These discussions
highlight the importance of timing during the hike to avoid
seasonal problems such as crowding, or winter weather that
render the trail impassable.

Topic Topic Descriptors
Gear considerations bag, pack, gear, weight, tent
Thru-Hike Schedule start, date, april, march, sobo
Hike commencement start, leaving, flip, home, go
Sabbatical/ Finances going, back, started, money, home
Hiker preparation day, miles, start, back, section

Table 4. Thru-hikers discussions pre-hike: Top words are arranged ac-
cording to term weight

Hike Commencement
These comments often focused on the start of the hike. Com-
ments also reflected the social nature of the trail where hikers
noted not only when they would leave, but that they were look-
ing forward to interacting with other hikers who they had met
on the Reddit site: “I will be going up those stairs Monday.
Maybe I will see you out there.” This was reference to the
approach to the beginning of the trail at Springer Mountain.
Other comments referenced specific dates such as “I’ll be
there on the 20th and start 21st I may see you out there. Good
luck on your thru.” or “I’m starting June 14th... Can’t wait to
see you out there.”

Sabbatical and Finances
Several hikers used the pre-hike season to discuss how they
financed the hike and how they planned the time to get away
to complete the hike. These discussions often centered on
how to save money for the hike. One commenter said, “ I’ll
be booking my flight to Atlanta for March 7th once I get my
next paycheck.” Others discussed financial considerations to
consider along the hike: “It’s only 85 bucks for the hiker
hostel to pick you up at ATL spend the night eat breakfast.”
Finally, many people discussed how they got off of work or
how they were able to save up the money for the hike. One
person mentioned saving up $10,000 so that they could have
the finances to complete the hike. Another said, “I’m 25 but I
have a career job where I got a leave of absence... [I] saved
money by living like a college [student].”

Hiker Preparations
The last topic emerged from hiker preparations that went be-
yond the categories of just purchasing hiking equipment. Often
these focused on the physical challenges of the trail. One com-
menter said, “I’m leaving NOBO in March. I just did a 70 mile
training hike. Hiking isn’t romantic, it’s amazing.” Another
hiker talked about preparing for the hike with a test hike to
get a sense of the day-to-day challenges: “Good idea. I’ve
been recommended that hike to do a test hike... Might go there
before my start date.”

On-Hike: The Sojourners
As showcased by the descriptive statistics in Table 2, there
was less activity by thru-hikers at the on-hike phase of the
thru-hike, which is expected given the scarcity of connectivity
on the trail. Therefore, the fact that they chose to post on
the trail, provide good insights about their connection to the
online community while on the trail. Topics emerging during
on-hike phase revolved around activities on the trail. While
most comments involved those hikers on the trail, we found
instances of comments from those hikers who had left the trail
for a length of time due to family, health, or gear performance



Figure 3. Normalized thru-Hikers comment frequency at each phase of the thru-hike: pre-hike (before), on-hike (during), and post-hike(after)

Topic Top Words
Hike Updates time, day, night, tent, food, gear
Trail community trail, name, met, hiker, north
Trail blues get, back, gear, home, town
Trail performance hike, way, great, long, mind
Trail etiquette people, need, know, shelter, hikers

Table 5. Thru-Hike discussions on-hike

concerns. Table 5 provides a summary of the topics with their
descriptors. We expound on these topics below.

Hike Updates
The predominant discussion by thru-hikers on trail involved
trail updates. The on-hikers for example reported on gear per-
formance: “I had to replace my backpack in Pearisburg, and
I got off the AT yesterday at Harper’s Ferry.” They also pro-
vided trail reports and shelter conditions (“Last week 5 bags
got stolen in one night”), announcing social media updates:
(“Just got my fifth video uploaded in Gatlinburg right now...”),
reporting weather and trail conditions (“...got some rain that
froze over. Had more snow along the Roan Highlands...”),
and providing health updates (“Almost got the Lyme in PA.
Took two weeks off I got about three weeks left.”) Discussions
surrounding trail magic [21] (asking about/reporting about the
presence of them) also happened in this stage.

Trail Community
Part of hiker culture involves giving of trail names, and once
new thru-hikers acquire trail names, they begin to refer and
identify themselves with those names. These names are often
given to hikers in relation to either a highly personable trait
or event on the trail: “I’m still on the trail. Changed my
username on Instagram to reflect my trail name...” “Hi [John
Doe] here. Trail name is now Stealth.”

The updates are also about other people on the trail “For those
interested PM me for his trail name I just became aware of
the situation yesterday when I stopped in at Uncle Johnny’s...”
and would often post to the community whenever there was a
concern about other hikers on the trail.

Trail Blues
The unglamorous slog through tough and monotonous trail
sections is mentally taxing, and are considered the major cause
for thru-hikers to end their hikes early. “Sometimes the trail
isn’t a good fit no matter how hard you try... You are correct
in that it’s boring”

Discussions by thru-hikers regarding trail blues involve asking
for help on how to overcome it, or providing support from
those who do it:

“Any time I lost motivation ... I’d imagine him giving me
some friendly shit, telling me to get my old ass hiking. It
would put a smile on my face and get me moving... even
on the worst of mornings.” “This song helped me get out
my bed in the hotel and get my ass back on the trail when
I was sick.”

This can also involve providing context to others to alleviate
the sense of aloneness:

“You are hitting the Virginia blues... you are in one of
the hardest sections of the trail. I had the exact same
thoughts on the exact same day.”

and/or offering justification for leaving the trail

“I was very lonely... I felt like the hike was doing more
harm than good at that point.”

That they felt the need to update the subreddit with their rea-
soning behind prematurely ending their hike, speaks to the
sense of community that we describe in later sections.

Trail Performance
As the thru-hikers progressed on their hike, their performance
on on-the-ground observations and distance covered.

“I’m glad you are thinking about your dog. The best way
to hike the AT with a dog is in sections...”

“...currently about 2/3 of the way through my thru hike on
the AT...”



Topic Topic Descriptors
Gear performance bag, food, water, gear, weight
Trail Nostalgia trail, name, magic, runners, town
Trail Experience hike, start, months, enjoy, month
Trail Advice get, rid, back, start, before, work
Trail Characteristics people, hikers, saw, things, shelter

Table 6. Thru-hikers discussions post-hike

They also reported on emotional change and personal growth:

“I have become a different person on this hike Or maybe
I’m just becoming me.” “I came in with the intention of
working through problems and self-discovery.”

Trail Etiquette
Trail observations lead to discussions around (mostly) unsaid
rules apart from Leave no Trace [40] and revolve around aware-
ness and consideration of other hikers “[...] that people who
blast music are rude and inconsiderate” and etiquette around
food and trail hazards: “ People are bad at bear hangs... that’s
how you get aggressive bears.”

Post-Hike: The Experts
Discussions in the post-hike phase tended towards advice: for
example, giving a voice of experience about crowds and their
impact on the trail. Other advice topics ranged from gear
related: best gear, trail conditions and resupply towns, to hike
efficiency: optimum hike speed, and reasons on why people
quit the trail. Table 6 showcases the themes that we elicited
from the discussion in this phase.

Gear Performance
Predominant topic by thru-hikers post-hike, revolves around
gear performance, usually as a means of answering questions
by the Questioners: “Buy a solid rain jacket. I used a Marmot
Precip because ...” Answering those questions involves pro-
viding personal anecdotes to give context: “You probably will
not need a 60L pack especially if you are planning on going
ultralite. I had a 60L.” “It depends on the comfort... I used a
rain skirt and loved it but mostly because I get cold easily.”

Trail Nostalgia
Trail yearning plus post-trail depression was also discussed
during this phase: supporting the notion of thru-hikers expe-
riencing some culture shock on exiting the trail. Their use of
Reddit was to seek understanding and community, but did not
fill the yearning for the community to be found on the actual
trail: (“Goddammit! I miss the trail.”)

This nostalgia extended to the friendship forged while on the
trail “[Appalachian Trail] people were kinder on the trail I’ll
just go back there...” and reminiscing and distilling pride from
their achievements in conquering the AT thru-hike “I have all
the memories of the trail... I just can’t imagine that I actually
did it.”

Trail Experience
Personal anecdotes and experience gained by hindsight is an-
other predominant topic that emerges during the post-hike.
This mostly involved providing sage advice to those embark-
ing, e.g., “Do what makes you happy. Hike your own hike”

together with personal anecdotes to clarify their posts, e.g.,
“Male [age] at time of hike. Started at 160 [lbs], ended around
145... 6 months later [I’m at] 165” and “I found no use for a
towel, but some people carry them.”

Trail Advice
The experts notably provided intangible advice about how to
undertake a thru-hike, especially an exhortation not to over-
plan: (“Are you starting a thru-hike? If so, stop planning
and just go with the flow...”) easing worries about solo hiking,
and ways of navigating tensions on the trail [36]: “Hike solo,
you’ll make friends along the way...” “Don’t let a few loud
people with opinions other than yours ruin it for you.”

Trail Characteristics
As the Sojourners provided trail updates, as they evolved to the
Experts, they provide information about trail characteristics.
This included a focus on the hikers: “I was really surprised by
the [number] of women that I saw on trail and a lot of them
were solo [hikers]...” to the trail characteristics that provide
a means by which both the Questioners and the Sojourners
can use for logistics: “Shelters in the whites are not free, and
shelters in the Smokies can be booked by overnight hikers.”

DISCUSSION
The goal of our research was to understand the unique trail
community, how their sense of community manifested in their
online interactions, and how it evolved throughout the thru-
hiker phases. In this section, we discuss how the emerging
topics fit in the SOC framework, if at all.

Pre-Hike Topics and Sense of Community
The pre-hike topics mapped well to various aspects of SOC.
However, for pre-hikers, social network sites provided a key
means of needs fulfillment found in geographic placed commu-
nities. In this case, pre-hikers use social network sites to solicit
others for expertise and to gain feedback about the kinds of
gear they were preparing to use. They also used the social
network to plan for the hike by learning from others about the
things they would need to do to prepare along the way, and
to identify hike dates as a way of signaling significance and
sharing with the community the moment when they would
begin the hike.

The demarcation of a date also served several community func-
tions: it was a marker of membership, that indicated when pre-
hikers joined the group of thru hikers. It was also an emotional
statement. Often, dates included exclamations, indicating
the excitement pre-hikers felt about the anticipated moment.
Lastly, pre-hikes also expressed certain statements about their
commitment to the trail. This was conveyed through their
conversations about time-off from work and financial arrange-
ments. In many ways, these expressions demonstrated a seri-
ousness of purpose that were the first steps towards becoming
“members” of an elite group of thru-hikers, and as such, we
saw it as an expression of identity with this group.

In summary, pre-hikers rely primarily on Reddit to fulfill sev-
eral needs that they have in anticipation of the hike. These are
both technical and informational in nature. However, the social
network also served other functions. Reddit provided a way



Pre-Hike On-Hike Post-Hike
Membership Sabbatical, Finances Trail Community Trail Characteristics

Hike updates, trail blues (giving
Influence support to others), Trail etiquette Trail advice

Hike preparation
Fulfillment of Needs Gear considerations Gear performance

Thru-hike schedule
Emotional Connection Hike commencement Trail blues Trail nostalgia
Personal Reflection Trail performance and “why I quit” Trail nostalgia, Trail experience

Table 7. Sense of Community emerging trail topics

for new hikers to develop an initial identity as a serious hiker
and to share the emotional experience of hiking with other
hikers. We also note that one element of community which
was not evident in our topics among pre-hikers was influence.
While we observe this at later stages of the hike, pre-hike users
seem to have little influence in the community of users at this
stage, and instead rely primarily on being influenced by others
with more expertise than themselves.

On-Hike Topics and Sense of Community
As with pre-hike topics, the on-hike topics also mapped well
to the various aspects of the sense of community. Notably,
no topic mapped onto fulfillment of needs aspect of the com-
munity. Based on the fact that these hikers are on the trail,
they attain their fulfillment by the community on the actual
trail and so the role of the virtual community is diminished
on-hike. The use of online social network on-hike prominently
features increasing influence on the community. The Sojourn-
ers provide updates about the trail: shelter conditions, closed
sections and others in the community to the online community.
Their update spark conversations on Reddit, which further
showcases their changing roles and increased influence. They
seek emotional connections when traversing through the hard
and/or monotonous sections on the trail. The emotional is also
bi-directional: soliciting help on how to overcome the trail
blues, and simultaneously providing encouragement to others
experiencing it, basing this on their own experience.

The use of social media extends to those hikers who left the
trail temporarily or permanently, as a way to add to the knowl-
edge repository about gear performance and personal health,
and also as a catharsis. We find instances where we witness
personal growth based on discussions that showcases that a
hiker has a better belief of their capabilities, having been tried
and tested on the trail, and also the sense of fulfillment in
sometimes unnamed emotional needs.

Post-Hike Topics and Sense of Community
During the post-hike discussions, we are able to identify all
of the four elements that describe the community emerging.
There was an even distribution about each topic matching an
aspect of the community, although we find one topic: trail
nostalgia that mapped into both emotional connection and per-
sonal reflection depending on the sub-themes emerging from
the discussions: “missing” the trail and the attendant culture
and seeking commiserations from those who had undergone
the hike as well fits within the notion of emotional connection.
Culturally, the hikers refer to this as “post-trail depression”.

Another aspect of nostalgia evolves around the people met on
the trail and thus also classify trail nostalgia under personal
connection. We find that the thru-hikers act as the Experts and
use social media to effect these characteristics. Describing the
trail conditions and ethos, and providing personal views that
anchor these hikers to the community, the post-hikers reflect
their membership in the larger community. Their influence is
reflected/imparted onto other hikers on the trail by their role
of giving advice coming from a voice of influence.

Implications on the Sense of Community Framework
Table 7 includes each of the topics as they were mapped out
during each stage of the hiker. It also provides a way of
thinking about how each of the four aspects of community
evolved over the course of the hike. In this sense, we find
that sense of community on Reddit is not static concept, but
one where each aspect of community is highly dependent on
the current “stage” of the user on the hike. In addition, we
note that some topics did not nicely fit into one of the original
categories. We describe them below.

First, looking at just the membership characteristics, our topic
modeling helps us understand how the hiker’s state of mind
progresses as they make advances along the thru hike. Pre-
hikers initially establish their identity on Reddit as “newbies”
to the AT and as such, they are not fully integrated into the
subreddit. They establish their membership to the group by
identifying as a serious hiker, though their identity takes little
shape than that. What they tend to do at this stage to establish
membership is to describe the commitment they have made to
the hike by saving up funds, getting a long-term work release
or by making other financial statements which show their
interest in becoming part of this community. However, once
the hike has commenced, hikers express deeper membership
by promoting their new identity as they receive their trail name.
Trail names, often earned along the trail and given by other
hikers, are one of the tell-tale hallmarks of a “true” thru-hiker.
On the other hand, post-hikers identify themselves differently
in Reddit forums, relying less on trail names but on other
forms of membership. These individuals often show their
membership in the society of thru-hikers by describing various
characteristics of the trail that would only be known while
hiking it. In this sense, important elements of the trail become
shared symbols that contribute to feelings of membership.

We found that influence also changes as hikers take their jour-
ney. Hikers on Reddit have very little influence over others
at the pre-stage hike on Reddit, while later in the hike as they



grow as “experts” on the trail, they often use the social net-
work to influence others. During the hike they take on the
role of trail informants, providing other hikers behind them
with information. After hike completion, they seem to have
the most influence on forums as true experts who provide
advice to others. The Reddit community in this way has an
understood hierarchy of influence, where new hikers join the
community to learn from the wisdom of previous hikers.

In terms of fulfillment of needs, we find that a primary hiking
needs across the entire space of hiking is focused on hiking
equipment. This finding was expected given the importance
of gear on the hike. While in the initial stages of the hike, thru
hikers are primarily focused on information seeking, at the
later stages, we see they take on more of advisory role. In one
sense, post hikers seem to return to Reddit to give back to new
hikers the same bits of wisdom they received at the start.

The only topic to emerge across our sense of community spec-
trum at every stage of the hike was a shared emotional connec-
tion. In the early stages, hikers use the social network to share
their joy in starting the hike, but the hike becomes an important
place of encouragement as hikers are on the hike itself. Later,
as the hike commences, we saw hikers continue to share an
emotional connection with other trail users by re-living their
experiences on the trail. The Reddit group, in short, becomes
an important hub for hikers to engage in a wide variety of
emotions related to the trail experience.

Finally, we note that other topics emerged from our analy-
sis that did not fully fit into one of the existing categories.
Specifically, we found evidence to suggest that the Reddit site
serves as a space for users to engage in personal reflection.
While this was less evident at the start of the hike, we found
numerous posts where users seem to engage in conversations
with others about their reasons for quitting. Others used the
network site to discuss their performance on the trail. In the
post-hike stages, hikers also took a more reflective tone de-
scribing to others their experience or discussing nostalgically
their personal hike.

A great deal of personal reflection often focused on the bore-
dom that eventually came with the trail or that others left for
medical reasons. However, some used the Reddit community
to dig deeper into their motivations. One hiker said:

“A lot of the [hikers who] quit the trail for non-medical
reasons did so because they came out just expecting the
[Appalachian Trail] to make their narrative for them, and
all they had to do was walk ...”

and another:

“Hell, I had friends who [completed] the trail, [and when
they] got to the top of Katahdin, and were just like... now
what?”

Statements like these lead us to consider the ways in which
the trail grafts itself to the psyche of the hiker.

The trail begins with euphoria and excitement, but as the
grueling days of isolation, rain and cold carry on the trail
becomes an endurance test. The hike ends without fanfare,

without the excitement envisioned at the start, and instead, the
hiker is only left with one thought, what now? This sense
of “placelessness” is reflected in the conversations of some
Reddit users. Others expressed a sense of nostalgia for the
trail that also suggested a more reflective state. One user said,

“I have all the memories of the trail... I just can’t imagine that I
actually did it.”

These types of comments indicate that Reddit users not only
come to Reddit for membership, for emotional connections,
needs fulfillment and influence, but to also engage with one
another on what the hike on the AT means. Even years after the
hike completion, users still seem to need the space to process
the hike in their own way, and in this community of users who
share this sentiment, they find a home.

Other Design Implications
The application of the SOC framework to an online community
offers a means of distinction between online and offline com-
munities. We provide insights by focusing on the Appalachian
Trail community on Reddit, and specifically on the thru-hikers
in this community, in order to understand how their SOC over
time. Our observation and recommendations is culminated in
Table 7 where we map the original SOC framework to show-
case how it evolves as the pre-hiker evolves to an expert hiker.
This has larger implications when studying online communi-
ties especially towards understanding how their membership
is established in these communities, and how it evolves.

CONCLUSION
Our use of topic modeling provides a way to understand the
conversations that are both common and important to users
on the /r/AppalachianTrail subreddit. We find evidence to
suggest that many of the factors that shape geographic com-
munities map well to online communities on the trail. While
prior research provide only observations that such needs exist,
we observe in this work that those needs change over time
and are dependent on the current role that the thru-hiker plays
within the community itself. Further, we discover other moti-
vations beyond the traditional factors that are often reflected
in community, and we observe that communities online are
also places that provide opportunities for members to reflect
on their own actions. These findings are useful to researchers
interested in understanding hybrid communities (that exist
both offline and online), in the application/extension of the
SOC framework, and/or stakeholders in the outdoor domain
in how best to understand how communities in areas of scarce
connectivity participate in online communities.
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